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ABSTRACT 

 This thesis examines the role of the German Confederation in the military affairs of pre-

1848 Germany, specifically the Bundesheer, or Federal Army, of the Confederation. By 

observing the creation of the Federal Army, the military crises of the 1830s and 1840s, and the 

federal and state military reforms of the Vormärz period, this thesis demonstrates that a number 

of military reforms and advances occurred at both the federal and state levels and that these 

reforms were only made possible through the framework and institutions of the German 

Confederation.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 In the early nineteenth century, Germany, or more accurately the myriad German states in 

Central Europe, faced a period of transition. Napoleon had dissolved the moribund Holy Roman 

Empire in 1806, which left Germany without the imperial body it had known for almost a 

thousand years. After Napoleon’s final defeat at Waterloo, the German states had the chance to 

form a new political union. However, the political entity established within the confines of the 

Congress of Vienna, the Deutsche Bund, or German Confederation, dashed the hopes of early 

German nationalists for a strong, federal state. At the same time, particularist and monarchical 

actors, such as Clemens von Metternich, saw the Bund as a tool of “Einigkeit ohne Einheit,” or 

concord without actual unity.2 The German Confederation did not create these nationalist and 

particularist tensions, but it became a scapegoat for both sides during most of its existence. As a 

result, historians view the Bund as either an ineffectual or a repressive political force in 

Germany.3 James Sheehan argues that because of its inefficiency to capture or inspire the 

political interests of the German people, the Confederation “did not provide a lasting basis for 

the Germans’ national existence.”4 

 There is no doubt that Sheehan is right about his assessment of the German 

Confederation as a whole. In 1866, the Bund collapsed as its two largest members, Prussia and 

Austria, declared war on one another. Yet, recent scholarship has questioned some of the earlier 

evaluations of the German Confederation. Wolf Gruner’s Die deutsche Frage: Ein Problem der 

                                                           
2 James Sheehan, German History, 1770-1866 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), 410.  
3 See: Mack Walker, German Home Towns: Community, State, and General Estate, 1648-1871. Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1971. Thomas Nipperdey, Germany from Napoleon to Bismarck, 1800-1866. Dublin: Gill & 
Macmillan, 1996. David Blackbourn, History of Germany 1780-1918: The Long Nineteenth Century. Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1997. 
4 Sheehan, 410.  
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europäischen Geschichte seit 1800 examines the role of the German question in European 

history from a political and historical perspective, with a focus on the German Confederation. He 

argues that the Bund must be seen as a kind of compromise, a middle ground between 

conservatives, liberals, and nationalists that not only maintained peace in Europe for fifty years, 

but was also the basis for significant national advances in Germany. Gruner, though, focuses 

solely on political aspects of the Confederation and at times overestimates the federal and 

national facets of the Bund with questions like, “Couldn’t a German Confederation of states also 

be a German national state?”5 German nationalism was a bourgeoning movement in this period 

but scholars of German history do not agree on its strength or range.6 Moreover, as shown below, 

the Bund never had tangible federal authority over its members.  

 However, Gruner’s argument raises an important question about the Confederation in the 

context of the German question: What national or federal advances did occur in the period of the 

German Confederation and what forms did these advances take? This thesis finds one answer in 

the area of military affairs. The creation of a federal German army, the Bundesheer, produced 

federal institutions that encouraged and fostered military reform at both the federal and state 

levels. These institutions, including the mixed army corps of the Bundesheer, the Military 

Commission, and the federal fortresses, while often considered failures in the studies of the 

Confederation’s security policies for their shortcomings during the many European crises of the 

Vormärz period, became the most influential elements for reform in the German Confederation. 

                                                           
5 Wolf Gruner, Die deutsche Frage: Ein Problem der europäischen Geschichte seit 1800 (München: C.H. Beck, 
1985), 206.  
6 For the varying perspectives on German nationalism in the era of the German Confederation see: Ute Planert, Der 
Mythos com Befreiungskrieg: Frankreichs Kriege und der deutsche Süden: Alltag – Wahrnehmung – Deutung, 
1792-1841. Paderborn: Ferdinand Schöningh, 2007. Harold Müller, “Deutscher Bund und deutsche 
Nationalbewegung,” Historische Zeitschrift 248, no. 1 (Feb. 1989): 51-78. Ludwig Bentfeld, Der Deustche Bund als 
nationales Band 1815-1866. Göttingen: Musterschmidt, 1985. 
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As well shall observe, in many ways these organizations of the Bund fostered reform in the 

Mittelstaaten, or medium-sized states, that even Prussian and Austrian diplomacy failed to 

achieve on their own. This can be seen to a degree in the aftermath of the 1830 July Revolutions 

and most clearly in the military reforms of the 1840s.   

 The literature on the military history of the German Confederation tends to fall into two 

categories: those focused on the federal elements of the German Confederation, mainly the 

Bundeskriegsverfassung, or Federal War Constitution, and the perspectives of the various 

military affairs of individual German states, falling under the realm of Landesgeschichte. Heinz 

Helmert’s Miliẗrsystem und Streitkr̈fte im Deutschen Bund am Vorabend des Preussisch-

̈sterreichischen Krieges von 1866 concentrates on the military of the German Confederation in 

the 1860s. Utilizing E.R. Huber’s Dokumente zur deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte, Helmert 

argues that the Federal War Constitution represented a national military system, especially in the 

early period of the Confederation. Elmar Wienhöfer, who also relies on Huber, focuses on 

similar federal structures in his work Das Militärwesen des Deutschen Bundes: und das Ringen 

zwischen Oesterreich und Preussen um die Vorherrschaft in Deutschland 1815-1866. Both 

Helmert and Wienhöfer see the Bundeskriegsverfassung as a successful instrument that curved 

the Austro-Prussian dualism of the early confederal era.  

 In opposition to the findings of Helmert and Wienhöfer are the works of Wolfgang Keul 

and Helmut Seier. In Die Bundesmilitärkommission als politisches Gremium, Keul observes the 

weaknesses inherent in the Federal War Constitution as well as the political conflict of the 

German Confederation’s Military Commission, the de facto leader in the Bund’s military affairs. 

Keul’s findings are also supported by Helmut Seier’s article entitled “Der Oberbefehl im 

Bundesheer.” Seier argues that there was a lack of established command in the Bundesheer that 
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became all too apparent in the crises of the 1830s and 1840s. Though the Federal War 

Constitution had decreed that a “Field Marshall of the German Confederation” was to be named 

in a time of war, it did not create a system or body to ensure this would take place; the Federal 

Diet seems an obvious choice, but it was not given this responsibility. As a result, this lack of 

leadership exacerbated problems during the mobilization periods of the 1830s and ‘40s.  

 This thesis finds some merit in Helmert’s argument that the Bundesheer represented a 

type of national military system, although less in the form of the Bundeskriegsverfassung or the 

initial creation of the Federal Army and more so in the Confederation’s response after the many 

crises and its subsequent reform movements. However, by reviewing the process in which the 

Federal War Constitution was created, and the actors involved, it is very clear that Austro-

Prussian dualism was the guiding force in the document’s final appearance; the idea that the 

Federal War Constitution served as some kind of barrier to the authority of Prussia and Austria 

appears very misguided on the part of Helmert and Wienhöfer. For example, in the first chapter 

we will see that a more efficient military organization proposal presented by a Mittelstaaten 

leader was completely ignored and overruled by Prussia and Austria. That being said, Keul and 

Seier’s observations on the weaknesses of the military of the German Confederation, though 

sound, tend to focus so much on the command problems of the Bund that they miss altogether 

the many successes in reform during the Vormärz.  

 Along with the aforementioned literature on the federal military, there are many good 

works of Landesgeschichte that gives scholars of the nineteenth century a look at the various 

military affairs of the German states and helps complete the picture of German military affairs in 

this time frame. As might be expected, the collections on Austria and Prussia are the most 

extensive. Johann Allmayer-Beck and Erich Lessing’s two volumes on the Austrian army, Das 
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Heer unter dem Doppeladler, Habsburgs Armeen 1748-1848 and Die K. (u.) K.-Armee, 1848-

1914, are the most extensive works on the Austrian military of the nineteenth century, although 

they can also be supplemented by several good journal articles, including Gunther Rothenberg’s 

“The Austrian Army in the Age of Metternich,” and Joachim Niemeyer’s Das österreichische 

Militärwesen im Umbruch: Untersuchungen zum Kriegsbild zwischen 1830-1866.7 Relevant 

literature on the nineteenth century Prussian military includes Georg Ortenburg’s Mitt Gott für 

König und Vaterland, Gordon A. Craig’s The Politics of the Prussian Army, 1640—1945, Karl 

Demeter’s Das deutsche Offizierscorps in Gesellschaft und Staat, 1650-1945, and Günther 

Martin’s Die bürgerlichen Exzellenzen: zur Sozialgeschichte der preussischen Generalität, 1812-

1918. The depth and complexity of the works on Prussia and Austria, which range from purely 

military history to the study of the effects of politics and society on the Prussian officer corps, is 

not mirrored in the Landesgeschichte of the Mittelstaaten military affairs. Wolf Gruner’s Das 

Bayerische Heer 1825 bis 1864, Udo Vollmer’s Die Armee des Königreichs Hannover: 

Bewaffnung und Geschichte von 1803 – 1866, and Hans Joachim Harder’s Militärgeschichtliches 

Handbuch Baden-Württemberg are three notable exceptions, even though they do not offer the 

same intricacy as Beck, Lessing or Craig.  

 While both of the above perspectives are valuable parts of the literature on nineteenth 

century German military history, they only account for their stated focuses, the federal elements 

in the former and the military affairs of the state in the latter. There is very little consideration of 

how these political actors, namely the German Confederation and the individual German state, 

interacted with one another. Only two books come close to achieving the goal of combining an 

                                                           
7 See also Antonio Schmidt-Brentano, “Die österreichische beziehungsweise österreichisch-ungarische Armee von 
Erzherzog Carl bis Conrad von Hötzendorf,” Wiener Beiträge zur Geschichte der Neuzeit 9. (1982), 231-255.   
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analysis of the federal and state aspects of the Bundesheer: Niklaus Gaẞler’s Europäische 

Krisen und Partikularismus im Bundesmilitär and Jürgen Angelow’s Von Wien nach Königgrätz. 

Gaẞler’s work is only a brief survey of the themes and major events of the Bundesheer, though it 

includes some events that some of the larger period surveys miss, such as the reforms of the 

1840s. Yet his study was not meant to serve as a deeper analysis of these events, rather to 

encapsulate them into a narrative chronology. Jürgen Angelow’s work is the single best piece of 

literature on how the German Confederation’s security system functioned within the European 

system of equilibrium after the Congress of Vienna. He engages a number of larger works on the 

balance of power in Europe in the nineteenth century, such as Gerhard Ritter’s Staatskunst und 

Kriegshandwerk, one of the earliest works to suggest a Sonderweg in German history. However, 

Angelow does not engage the Sonderweg; Von Wien nach Königgrätz focuses on the political 

and diplomatic factors in Europe and the relationships between the major powers in Germany to 

show their effect on the efficiency of the Bund’s security policy, mainly in the crises that the 

Bund faced from 1815 to 1866. Still, while an excellent account of the Confederation’s many 

failures of diplomacy and security in this period, Angelow’s work largely fails to examine the 

periods after the crises and thus misses considerable military reforms that happened as a result. 

 Angelow states that “a summary of the nationally organized military of the German 

Confederation using comparable criteria is not yet available.”8 This thesis aims at rectifying this 

problem, to a degree, in the existing literature. First, its focus is not just on Prussia and Austria. 

The majority of its research was done with the explicit purpose of observing the military affairs 

of the German Mittelstaaten, namely Bavaria, Baden, Württemberg, and Saxony. These states 

                                                           
8  Jürgen Angelow, Von Wien nach Königgrätz: Die Sicherheitspolitik des Deustchen Bundes im europäischen 
Gleichgewicht, 1815-186 (München: R. Oldenbourg Verlag, 1996), 16.  
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were chosen because they made up a relatively important part of the Federal Army, whether in 

contribution in size of contingent or geographic location. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, 

this thesis looks at the military reforms at the state and federal levels that took place as a result of 

the crises of the Vormärz period. These reforms have not been thoroughly considered before and 

represent an important example of cooperation among the Bund states in a period when this was 

not extremely common.   

 This work is broken into two chapters. Chapter One deals with the creation of the 

German Confederation at the Congress of Vienna and the establishment of the Bundesheer. 

Specifically, it traces the process of the military’s formation and the political conditions 

surrounding it. Chapter Two then moves to the Vormärz, from 1815-1848, and the military 

reforms of this period. In this chapter, we observe the growing threat of a French attack and the 

different responses of the Bund to this danger. In many cases, the response of the Bund to 

military affairs was reactive in nature, a case of too little, too late; admittedly, it never produced 

a “German” army that could serve its defensive needs. Nonetheless, while recognizing the 

various political, cultural, and military situations and identities of each German state, which even 

among the Mittelstaaten were quite diverse, this thesis finds that the creation of a Federal Army 

engendered reform that was only made possible through the German Confederation. It was never 

comprehensive, nor was it consistent, and it certainly does not fully support an argument for a 

national military system. However, it does mean that arguments for national advances during the 

period of the Confederation, as well as the military advances of this era, must be taken into 

account by scholars of both military history and those concerned with the European system of 

equilibrium in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as well as scholars concerned with the 

German question in European history.  
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CHAPTER 1 

THE GENESIS OF THE MILITARY OF THE GERMAN CONFEDERATION 

 Article 2 of the Bundesakte, the first constitution of the German Confederation, lays out 

plainly in black and white the fundamental reason that the confederation of 38 German states 

came into existence on June 8th, 1815.9 “The purpose of the Bund is the maintenance of the 

external and internal security of Germany and the independence and inviolability of the 

individual German states.”10 Still, within these words was a conundrum, an inherent dichotomy 

that could be not be reconciled. A strong defense of Germany required a strong federal system of 

government, which would ultimately undermine the complete sovereignty of the individual 

German states and their monarchs. Therefore, it was impossible for the Confederation to protect 

both of these notions. Either the Confederation would be given ultimate authority, or the 

authority would be held by the German states that made up the political union. The debate over 

this contradiction played a large role at the Congress of Vienna and the Final Vienna Conference, 

where German delegates shaped the political organization of the Bund. Moreover, this process 

had a significant impact on the creation of the military of the German Confederation, the 

institution tasked with preserving the political union, no matter what shape it took.  

 Historians have largely seen Austria, more specifically the work of one Austrian, as the 

decider of this debate. They characterize Clemens von Metternich, Foreign Minister and future 

Chancellor of Austria, as “personify[ing] the age of restoration,” only interested in maintaining 

                                                           
9 Initially there were 38 members of the German Confederation. In 1817, Hesse-Homburg became a member, 
increasing the total to 39.  
10 Ernst R. Huber, Dokumente zur Deutschen Verfassungsgeschichte: Band 1, Deutsche Verfassungsdokumente 
1803-1850 (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1961), 76.  
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the “status quo” of Old Europe.11 Certainly, Metternich was acting in a way to protect the 

sovereignty of the Austrian emperor. However, there is a less-developed profile of Metternich 

that scholars often understate or overlook: his vision of the German Confederation as a “Central 

European defense community standing as a barrier to France and Russia.”12 Somewhere in the 

middle ground between these two points lies the motivation for Metternich’s actions in the early 

years of the Confederation. Much like the Bund itself, these competing ideas played a part in his 

decisions, which could be seen as pragmatic, rather than conservative or reactionary. Certainly, 

Metternich’s pragmatism might explain his insistence on weakening the federal power of the 

Bund at the Congress of Vienna in 1815, and then his strengthening of its authority at the Final 

Vienna Conference in 1820, when this better suited the needs of Austria.  

 Whatever his motivations, Metternich cannot be seen simply as a repressor in terms of 

German military affairs. Whether he intended the military to be a vanguard for Germany or a 

safety net of the German monarchs against popular revolution, or both, he created a place where 

military ideas and reform could disseminate. Indeed, under the umbrella of many Bundesheer 

institutions, such as the Military Commission, the mixed army corps of the Mittelstaaten, and the 

federal fortresses, much of the first real, institutionalized cooperation between German militaries 

took place. This chapter will examine the creation of the military of the German Confederation, 

in an attempt to understand the impact of the political debate on the military. Furthermore, it 

looks at the more technical processes and design of the military, including the debate over 

military organization, logistics, and strategy. Finally, the Bundesheer that emerged in 1822 is 

discussed, with a focus on its size, structure, and capabilities, or lack thereof.  

                                                           
11 Sheehan, German History, 392. Walker, German Home Towns, 15.  
12 Enno Kraehe’s Metternich’s German Policy, Volume II: The Congress of Vienna, 1814-1815 (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1983), 392-393.  
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The German Question at Vienna, 1814-1820 

This untenable condition had all of Europe, had every class in Germany, had the 

Congress of Vienna feeling lively, and the Bundesakte was created. We who have 

had an active hand in its creation counted it as a great honor, being unconcerned 

with the end and rushing to judgment. Nevertheless, we also now feel the strong 

impulse to maintain, to develop, and to complete it … in order to create a 
comfortable life and to forge a bright outlook for the future.  – Freiherr Hans 

Cristoph Ernst von Gagern, Address to the German Federal Diet, 27. Feb. 181713 

 

 The words of Hans Cristoph Ernst von Gagern, the Luxemburg representative to the 

Federal Diet of the German Confederation, illustrate the political atmosphere present in Germany 

after the second and final defeat of Napoleon and the creation of a confederation of German 

states in 1815. It was a time of transformation, filled simultaneously with hope and uncertainty. 

Likewise, it was a time of important questions about the future of Germany. The largest of these 

questions, in relation to Germany, was ostensibly the simplest: Where is Germany? ‘Die 

deutsche Frage,’ or the German question, centered on the geographical and political form that 

Germany would take after the defeat of Napoleonic France.14  

For German political leaders, this question presented itself in two parts. First, how would 

the geographical boundaries of the German states be restructured? Napoleon had annexed a 

number of German Rhenish lands for France, taken Prussian and Austrian territory, and given 

extensive land grants to Baden, Bavaria, and Württemberg. Furthermore, there was the question 

of the Duchy of Warsaw, Napoleon’s Polish buffer state, and the Kingdom of Saxony, the 

                                                           
13 “Das freie Wegziehen aus einem deutschen Bundesstaate in den andern betreffend,” BA-BL, DB 1 III 
Bundeskanzleidirektion – Militärangelegenheiten (1816-1866), 17.  
14 The German question has had a considerable impact on German politics in the modern era. However, the topic is 
much too broad to be discussed here. See: Gruner, Die deutsche Frage; Dirk Verheyen, The German Question: A 
cultural, historical, and geopolitical exploration. Boulder: Westview Press, 1991; Peter Alter, The German Question 
and Europe: A History. London: Arnold, 2000.  
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appointed ruler of the Duchy that had remained loyal to Napoleon in 1813. Obviously, the 

victors of these gains, especially the Mittelstaaten, hoped to hold on to their newfound territorial 

possessions, while Prussia and Austria sought to regain their losses.  

Along with the question of the distribution of territories came a larger concern, the 

political organization of the German states.15 In 1806, the moribund Holy Roman Empire was 

officially dissolved by Napoleon. The Confederation of the Rhine temporarily took its place, but 

its exclusion of Prussia and Austria all but guaranteed the end of its existence in 1813. Therefore, 

at the Congress of Vienna the debate once again revolved around what a new German political 

order might look like. Would it be a strong, federal entity that united the German states as one 

body? Or would it be a weak, decentralized union, subject to the distinct political motivations of 

the individual German states and their monarchs? The answer to these questions would not only 

shape the political future of Germany, they would also, in turn, influence future military 

developments throughout the German states.  

From September 1814 to June 1815, diplomats from the great powers in Europe, Great 

Britain, France, Russia, Austria, and Prussia, and lesser ones, including the German 

Mittelstaaten, gathered in Vienna to discuss the future of the continent. The goal of the Congress 

was simple: restoration of the European order, and peace and stability for the future. Yet, how 

these diplomats would achieve that goal was not as straightforward. For one, the Napoleonic Era 

had forever changed the political and social landscape of Europe. The French Revolution had 

spread notions of popular over monarchical sovereignty, as well as the rights of individuals over 

                                                           
15 Sheehan, 397.  
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the state. Furthermore, these delegates had to deal with Napoleon’s reorganization of the map of 

Europe.   

The Congress of Vienna was a complex scene of diplomatic and personal maneuvers that 

contained heated debates, lengthy proposals, and formal celebrations, often on the same day.16 

Therefore, to encapsulate the entire process here is impossible. That being said, the importance 

of these developments, more specifically their outcome, cannot be stressed enough. An 

understanding of the political negotiations by German representatives at the Congress is vital to 

an understanding of the Bund that was created in the process. The first proposal for a new 

German political union came from Prussian Chancellor Karl August von Hardenberg. His drafted 

“Forty-One Articles” laid out a plan that would divide Germany into seven Kreise, or districts, 

and create a bicameral legislative body, both headed by Prussia and Austria. However, 

Hardenberg’s plan was unacceptable to the ambassadors of the Mittelstaaten and Austria. For 

Baden, Bavaria, and Württemberg, this plan gave Prussia and Austria too much control; for 

Metternich, Hardenberg’s proposal relied too heavily on liberal and national ideals.17 

Metternich’s counter proposal, the “Twelve Articles” was a heavily revised and abbreviated 

version of Hardenberg’s plan, which made changes to the Kreise and legislature, though not 

completely disposing of them. Still, some German states found fault in the dual hegemony that 

both Hardenberg and Metternich’s plans would create. After weeks of unproductive debate, 

Metternich suspended the talks among the Germans in November.  

Before they could renew a meaningful discussion, a number of crises among the great 

powers almost derailed the entire Congress.18 Czar Alexander I had, from the beginning of the 

                                                           
16 Kraehe, Metternich’s German Policy, 174.  
17 Ibid, 170.  
18 Sheehan, 400.  
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conference, ambitiously sought to reclaim the former Polish state for Russia. After an attempt by 

the other great powers to block this goal failed, he received the former Duchy of Warsaw, 

although not the entire pre-Napoleonic Poland. After this crisis was settled, consternation among 

the participants again broke out when Prussia occupied Saxony in an effort to make good on their 

claims to this territory. For a moment, it looked as though Austria and Prussia might go to war, 

but in a tactical move, Metternich formally recognized Prussia’s claim to some of the former 

kingdom. Nevertheless, the greatest crisis that faced the delegation at Vienna was the return of 

Napoleon from his exile on the island of Elba. The “Hundred Days,” which ended with 

Napoleon’s final defeat at the Battle of Waterloo, forced the Congress to a hasty end. For the 

German delegations, this meant that the debate over the German question was extremely rushed 

and the agreed upon constitution and resulting political organization was preliminary at best.  

The main debate on the Bundesakte lasted from May 23rd to June 1st, in the midst of a 

general European mobilization for war against Napoleon. It became clear to Hardenberg and 

Metternich that gaining the approval of the German states, and one another, would mean 

dispensing with some of the foundations of their earlier proposals. The Bundesakte, which took 

the place of the “Forty One” and “Twelve” Articles, was ratified on June 8th, 1815, creating a 

loose confederation of 38 member states. The concept of the Kreise was scrapped, as was the 

creation of a bicameral legislature. In fact, the only real federal element of the German 

Confederation was the Bundesversammlung, or Federal Diet. This unicameral body of state 

representatives was appointed to handle the affairs of the Bund and could meet in two forms. The 

first form, and most common, was a body of 17 members; Prussia, Austria, and the Mittelstaaten 

had one representative and one vote each, while the other smaller states and free cities were 

represented jointly. This body was also the main forum for debate regarding changes to the 
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Confederation. The second form, or plenary, was much rarer and a bit more complicated. In this 

form, all members contributed an ambassador to the Federal Diet, but the influence of votes 

varied by the size of the states. For example, Prussia and Austria’s vote would each count as four 

in a plenary session, while the free city of Hamburg’s would only count as one.19  

Declaring a “winner” of these events is an impossible task. Enno Kraehe argues that the 

German Confederation was a testament of Metternich’s unflinching vision.20 Still, even though 

Austria had obtained the presidency of the Federal Diet, it neither recovered any of the land it 

had lost to Napoleon, nor did it gain any new land inside Germany. Prussia was the clear victor 

when it came to territory. The Hohenzollerns received 2/5th of Saxony and large tracts of land in 

Westphalia and along the Rhine. Nonetheless, these gains did not come at the loss of the other 

Mittelstaaten. Bavaria added the cities of Berchtesgaden, Ansbach, Bayreuth, and Würzberg, 

while Baden and Württemberg maintained their land holdings granted by Napoleon.21 Although 

the Congress of Vienna had answered some of the questions about Germany’s future, many of 

the details of this new arrangement had been purposely left vague, or outright blank, due to the 

accelerated fashion of the proceedings. This meant that the Federal Diet would now be the forum 

for continued debate on the structure of the Confederation. Moreover, the German question was 

now solely in the hands of Germans.  

While much of the Bundesakte was rather straightforward, there were articles that were 

dependent on the interpretation of member states. Article 13 was one such item. It stated, “All 

Bund states will have an estate constitution.”22 In 1818 and 1819, Bavaria, Baden, and 
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21 Sheehan, 401-402.  
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Württemberg used this article as a basis for creating their own state constitutions. These 

documents were considered quite liberal, as they granted a number of freedoms and rights to 

individual citizens and created bicameral state legislatures.  Metternich was fearful that this trend 

would spread throughout Germany, but he had no means of stopping the process outright. 

However, he found an opportunity to slow the bleeding when the actions of radical German 

nationalists, who were opposed to the Confederation, gained national attention. Largely in 

response to the German Confederation, a group of intellectuals and students formed the 

Burschenschaften movement in Jena in 1815. A kind of nationalistic fraternity, the 

Burschenschaften opposed the strong particularism inherent in the Confederation and favored, 

according to one member, a “more communal spirit among individual German states, greater 

unity in their policies and values, [and] the closest federal cooperation rather than the 

independent policies of each state.”23 While this movement was not fundamentally violent, in 

March 1819, one member of the Burschenschaften, Karl Sand, stabbed to death August von 

Kotzebue, a famous playwright and notorious conservative.24  

Metternich quickly recognized that the public outcry after Kotzebue’s murder was his 

chance to use the Confederation to slow the south German constitutional movement 

concomitantly with the more radical national movement.25 With the support of Frederick 

Wilhelm of Prussia, he sanctioned the Karlsbad Decrees in August 1819, which banned the 

Burschenschaften, called for closer supervision of university professors, forced stricter 

censorship of the press, and created a federal commission designed to locate and disband radical 

                                                           
23 Sheehan, 406.  
24 For further analysis of the Kotzebue murder see: George Williamson, “What Killed August von Kotzebue? The 
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History 72, 4 (Dec. 2000): 890-943.  
25 Sheehan, 408.  
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movements throughout Germany. The Federal Diet then swiftly ratified these decrees in 

September. In order to make these gains permanent, in November Metternich called a meeting of 

the Federal Diet in Vienna. After six months of deliberations, in July 1820 the diet ratified the 

Wiener Schlussakte, a revised, more complex version of the Bundesakte. Thomas Nipperdey 

notes that the nature of the Wiener Schlussakte was “paradoxical;” in Metternich’s attempt to 

stymie the liberal and national movements in Germany, he actually weakened the sovereignty of 

the member states of the Bund, including his own.26 For example, Article 25 of the Wiener 

Schlussakte gave the Confederation the right to intervene militarily at the request of a state 

government if its “peace and order” was in jeopardy. Furthermore, Article 31 established the 

policy of Execution, i.e., the right of the Confederation to use military force against a member 

state if it operated outside or against the articles of the Bundesakte or Wiener Schlussakte.27 

Metternich clearly intended the policies of Intervention and Execution as a federal security 

protecting the status quo of monarchical sovereignty, even if he realized the paradox of this 

decision mentioned by Nipperdey.  

From 1815 to 1820, the German Confederation transformed from a hastily drafted 

compromise to a fully formed body of German states. Metternich had ensured that the 

Confederation had some federal power, at least in theory, but not so much that Austria or Prussia 

might be affected. Even though he had essentially defined the power structure and the role of the 

states inside that body in the process, there was still the business of the military. For if 

Metternich’s Central European defense force was to be a reality, there had to be some 

cooperation among the militaries of the Bund. 
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The Formation of the Federal Army, 1817-1822 

The political situation in Germany during the period in which the Bundesheer was 

created had a large impact on the formation of the Federal Army. In this early era of the 

Confederation, the Mittelstaaten found their interests at odds with Prussia and Austria; this was a 

battle that they would, predictably, not win. As a result, though the Bundesheer was officially 

created in 1822 with the ratification of the Federal War Constitution, many important military 

problems, such as the organization of the army itself and the strategic plan for a defense against 

French attack, were still being debated among the German representatives. Some scholars have 

gone so far as to suggest that the Bundeskreigsverfassung represented an obstacle to the power of 

Prussia and Austria in the Vormärz, but as we will observe, the outcome was completely in their 

hands.28  

In 1817, Metternich sent two letters to his military attaché at the Federal Diet, Major 

General August Ernst Freiherr von Steigentesch. These letters defined Austria’s wishes for the 

outline of a federal military, the Federal War Constitution for the German Confederation, as well 

as strategies for a defense of Germany’s western border with France.  In these letters, it is 

possible to see another side of Metternich’s vision for the Bund, as a legitimate defense against 

attack from foreign powers. Indeed, the tone and content of these letters are to a certain extent 

nationalistic. Moreover, they greatly influenced the formation of the Bundesheer.  

In his first letter, Metternich laid out eleven points that he felt were essential for an 

effective Federal Army. First, he argued that the German Confederation, in its unity, represented 
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a “power against foreign countries” and that this unified power was the most efficient means of 

protecting the sovereignty of Germany and its states.29 The remaining ten points concentrated on 

how the military should be organized to best utilize this force. A confederate army was to be the 

main means of defense, along with federal fortresses along the western frontier. Furthermore, 

Metternich made clear that the Bundesheer should be made up of contingents from all member 

states, rather than separate forces from individual armies. He proposed that the initial force 

number 120,000 men, with 80,000 line infantry, 12,000 light infantry, 5,000 artillery, 3,000 

engineer, 8,000 heavy cavalry, and 12,000 light cavalry. This total would be divided into six 

corps: one Austrian, one Prussian, one Bavarian, one Swabian and Rhenish, one Westphalian and 

Lower Saxon, and finally, one from Upper Saxony. However, Metternich did not expect these 

corps to be completely analogous. Recognizing the disparity in the military forces of the medium 

and small German states, he set the total of their corps requirements at 15,000 men, instead of the 

30,000 that Prussia, Austria, and Bavaria were expected to supply. Austria and Prussia would 

then provide the remaining 15,000 to each of these mixed corps.  

The remaining paragraphs recommended a possible command structure for the 

Bundesheer and the federal fortresses, along with other basic components. When the time came 

to unite the Federal Army, a commander of all forces in the field was to be named under the title 

of “Field Marshall of the German Confederation.”30 The Field Marshall then had the power to 

establish a General and Headquarters Staff from among the officers of the various corps.  

Furthermore, no monarch or member state would be allowed to overrule a decision made by this 

commander in a time of war. Metternich’s eighth point suggested that a Military Commission be 
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30 Ibid, 284.  
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created to report to the Federal Diet on the needs of the peacetime military. Finally, in the last 

part of his first letter he addressed the administration of the fortresses. The Confederation would 

sanction a number of preexisting fortresses along the western border with France. These were to 

be divided into first and second-class fortresses, depending on their size and strategic 

importance. The financial burden for first-class fortresses would rest completely on the Bund, 

while second-class fortifications would be financed partly by the member state in which they 

resided.  

Metternich’s final point was perhaps the most significant part of the entire letter to Major 

General von Steigentesch, for it revealed his hope of what a Federal Army might mean for the 

German Confederation. “These main points reveal the basic concepts of a force, on which the 

security and national existence of the German Confederation can rest. In them lie not the thought 

of limiting the proper sovereignty of the individual states of the Confederation. They aim at a 

national army without a single government, in which the education of their constituents, in 

respect to administration, can often hinder or paralyze.”31 While this statement might seem like 

conjecture about a theoretical force, Metternich was familiar with the realities of the military 

affairs of the Bund. Throughout his final recommendations to Steigentesch, he discussed the 

necessity of working closely with Prussia to make his ideas a reality. He referenced the strength 

of both Austria and Prussia, contending that combined and with the further cooperation of the 

Confederation an attack from France could be easily repelled. He concluded his letter, “Austria 

and Prussia are called to lead Germany with an example of right and truly greater good. We 

cherish the belief, that through the current proposals we give new, indubitable proof of the 
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impartially of the Austrian government and do not doubt, once again, that we can look forward to 

a complete defense of our views with those of the Prussian government.”32 

Metternich also sent a second letter to von Steigentesch, which contained his thoughts on 

securing the western border of Germany; it was much more concerned with a defensive strategy 

than the actual organization of the Bundesheer. He pointed out that a defense along the Rhine 

could be made in three sections, the upper, middle, and lower sections of the river, with armies 

and fortresses placed from Luxemburg in the north to Landau in the South. With these two letters 

in hand, von Steigentesch prepared the Austrian Proposal for the military of the German 

Confederation.33  

The Austrian Proposal, presented by Steigentesch to the Federal Diet on Jan. 19th 1818, 

was more technical, but otherwise a carbon copy of Metternich’s requests.  It proposed a federal 

military, made up of contingents from all states, to be called in a time of a war. Two percent of 

each state’s population would be dedicated to the active army, another one percent to reserve 

forces. Based on Metternich’s letters, Steigentesch proposed that the mixed army corps be 

organized into three combined armies, each with two divisions. Württemberg, Baden, and 

Lichtenstein were to make up the First Combined Army Corps, Hannover, Braunschweig, 

Holstein, Oldenberg, Mecklenberg, and the Hanseatic free cities the Second, and Third was to be 

made from the remaining middle German states, the largest being Hessen, Hessen-Kassel, and 

Nassau. Finally, the Saxon army was placed in reserve. In the event of war, the Federal Diet 

would grant overall command to one general, the “Field Marshall of the German Confederation.” 
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Additionally, he proposed that three key federal fortresses be garrisoned at Luxemburg, Mainz, 

and Landau, with smaller fortresses connecting these three.34  

The Austrian proposal was important because it set the tone for debate on the 

Bundesheer. Though the organization and placement of individual divisions and contingents 

changed, the general principle of mixed army corps arranged based on geographical location and 

playing a large part in the Federal Army did not. Also, the total number of troops that 

Steigentesch proposed from each state deviated very little from 1817 to 1822. For example, he 

initially suggested that Württemberg provide 13,900 troops, Baden 9,958, Hessen 6,168, and 

Saxony 12,270; in 1822 the final totals required by each state were 13,955, 10,000, 6,196, and 

12,000 respectively. Furthermore, the Austrian plan for the strategic placement of these corps 

into defensive positons along the Rhine, which can be seen below, would greatly influence the 

final decision on strategic positioning, though it would come much later than 1822.35  
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Figure 1. Steigentesch’s Proposal for Bundesheer contingent sizes, 6 June 1818 
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Figure 2. Map of Austria’s Proposed Defense of Germany’s Western Border36 
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Prussian representatives Hermann von Boyen and Ludwig von Wolzogen quickly 

responded with a plan of their own. Though they agreed with Austria’s insistence of a defense 

along the Rhine, they recommended a “Three Army Plan.”37 Instead of entirely mixed army 

corps, it called for an Austrian-South German army on the Upper Rhine, a Prussian Army on the 

Lower Rhine, and a North German and small state army on the Middle Rhine.  Moreover, the 

Prussians favored different defensive lines for their plan. Rather than deploy all three armies 

directly on the right bank of the Rhine, the Prussians wanted a more defensive posturing; their 

proposed operational lines for the Bundesheer were from Dusseldörf to Mainz, Mainz to 

Würzburg, and Würzburg to Ulm. The Prussians’ main concern was that the smaller German 

states would not be able to fill their requirements to the Bundesheer and that the Austrian plan 

made command in the field much more difficult.38 In the eyes of the Prussians, their plan took 

pressure off the Mittelstaaten and allowed an Austrian army to take its position more rapidly. As 

debate between both sides continued in the Federal Diet, President Graf von Buol-Schauenstein 

decided to create two separate committees to deal with this discussion.  

 In April of 1818, Buol-Schauenstein simultaneously created the Bundestagsauschuβ and 

the Militärcomité. The Bundestagsauschuβ was a committee made up of seven members of the 

Federal Diet, August Friedrich Ferdinand Graf von der Goltz of Prussia, Johann Christoph 

Freiherr von Aretin of Bavaria, Karl August Freiherr von Wangenheim of Württemberg, Georg 

Friedrich Freiherr von Martens of Hannover, Friedrich Graf von Eyben of Holstein-Lauenburg, 

and Leopold Freiherr von Plessen of Mecklenburg. All these men were experienced diplomats; 

some, including von Aretin and von Wangenheim, had even participated in the debates at the 
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Congress of Vienna. The role of this committee was to report to the Federal Diet on the findings 

of the Militärcomite. It was not designed to deal with the more technical questions of the 

military, rather to provide oversight of how these decisions would affect federal policies and vice 

versa. Nonetheless, as we shall see, the Bundestagsauschuβ played a crucial role in the creation 

of Bundesheer and the Federal War Constitution of the Bund.39 

 The Militärcomité was established simultaneously with the Bundestagsauschuβ. The 

original committee contained military attachés from 12 different German states.40 These included 

Major General von Steigentesch and General von Wolzogen, those responsible for the Austrian 

and Prussian proposals on the military respectively, along with Major General Nikolaus von 

Maillot de la Treille of Bavaria, Friedrich Freiherr von Varnbüler of Württemberg, and 

Lieutenant General Heinrich von Hinüber of Hannover. Among these men was over a hundred 

years of military experience; all had served in some military capacity in the Napoleonic Wars. 

Steigentesch had served as an Austrian military envoy to Denmark and Russia in 1814-15, and, 

as we have established, was Metternich’s choice to represent the military interests of the 

Austrian empire. Freiherr von Wolzogen was the most experienced of all members, having 

served in the Württemberg, Russian, and Prussian armies throughout his lifetime; Frederick 

William III had even assigned him the task of reforming the Prussian Cadet Corps in 1815. 

Likewise, the members from the Mittelstaaten were also quite experienced. Mailliot de la Treille 

had been an officer in the Bavarian army since 1776; he would be named Minister of the State of 

the Bavarian Army in 1822. Freiherr von Varnbüler was General Quartermaster of the entire 

Württemberg Army and Lieutenant General von Hinüber had been an officer in the British 
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“King’s German Legion” against Napoleon. With their combined experience, these military 

leaders were tasked with finding a solution to the organizational, technical, and strategic 

questions of the military of the German Confederation. 

From April to October, the Militärcomité deliberated on the structure of the Bundesheer 

and the subsequent Federal War Constitution that would codify this army. On October 12th, 

1818, they presented their initial suggestions to the Bundestagsauschuβ. This first report covered 

ten sections that the committee felt should be the founding principles of the Federal War 

Constitution. These included the strength, divisions, and mobilization of the military, its overall 

command in the field and at corps level, as well as its preparations for readiness and supplies in 

peacetime or in the event of war.41 The result was a compromise between the Austrian and 

Prussian plans. While this first report did not establish specific requirements for the size of the 

Bundesheer, the individual contingents from each state, or the percentage that each state would 

provide, it did outline that each army corps would contain 30,000 men and that the military 

would be made up of ten corps; thus effectively making its size 300,000 men. Moreover, while 

the mobilization of corps would be based on geographic location, similar to the Prussian “Three 

Army Plan,” the command of the entire force would be given to one individual commander, who 

the Federal Diet would appoint. The report also established that each state would pay a 

percentage to the Bund based on its population and size of contingent to the federal army. This 

fund would be used to supply the Bundesheer in the outbreak of war. Finally, it recommended 

the location of possible federal fortresses and the role that these would play in peace and 

wartime.42 
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 The Bundestagsauschuβ then relayed the first report of the Militärcomité to the Federal 

Diet. Even though much of the report was based on abstract notions instead of specific 

instructions, the Diet felt that the committee had proven itself a more productive means of 

discussion than the larger federal body. Therefore, on March 15th, 1819, the committee was 

renamed the “Military Commission” and given permanent status as the military committee of the 

German Confederation.43 The membership of the Military Commission was narrowed to six 

members, including most of the original Militärcomité. The newcomers were Major General 

Friedrich Karl Gustav von Langenau of Austria, who replaced Steigentesch, and Freiherr von 

Zezschwitz of Saxony; Wolzogen, Maillot de la Treille, Varnbüler, and Hinüber remained.44 

Langenau brought as much experience as Wolzogen; he had joined the Saxon army as a 

lieutenant at the age of 13, served as head of the General Staff of the Saxon VII Corps during 

Napoleon’s Russian Campaign, and joined the Austrian Army as General Quartermaster in 1814, 

when the Saxon king remained loyal to Napoleon.  

The main debate amongst the German states’ representatives was over the organization of 

the mixed army corps, the strategic defensive plan against a French invasion, and the command 

of the Federal Army. The Hessian representative, Graf von Schliβ, presented his trepidations 

about the Prussian and Austrian designs for mixed corps and divisions of the army. His 

apprehensions echoed a number of those from the other medium and small states. For one, the 

initial selection of the defensive positions of the army corps, as well as the federal fortresses, did 

not take into account the distance of the Hessian troops from their planned sector, nor the time it 

would take for the Hessian army itself to mobilize from its own, individual garrisons. 
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Additionally, von Schliβ stressed the disparity between the ratio of infantry, artillery, and cavalry 

in the medium-sized states, as compared to Prussia and Austria.45 It was much more difficult 

financially for the medium-sized states to support cavalry and artillery units, whose upkeep and 

training was considerably more expensive than infantry soldiers.  

Shortly after von Schliβ’s mentioned his concerns, Freiherr von Wangenheim of 

Württemberg, another member of the Bundestagsauschuβ, offered a solution regarding the 

formation of the mixed corps.46 He called for a reorganization of the mixed army corps focused 

more closely on their geographic disposition, as well as their actual military capabilities. 

Wangenheim suggested that Prussia, Austria, and Bavaria provide the first seven corps of the 

Bundesheer with their own, distinct units, and that the other states make up the remaining three 

mixed corps. While this was not all that different from the aforementioned plans of Prussia and 

Austria, the delegate from Württemberg also recommended removing some of the smaller states 

from these three mixed corps and creating a reserve contingent. This would simplify the 

mobilization of the military, making it much easier to bring together and command these corps in 

combat. Furthermore, Wangenheim proposed that the makeup of the mixed army corps be 

slightly altered. Most significantly, he recommended that the forces of Hessen (Wiesbaden) and 

Hessen-Kassel be united with Württemberg and Baden in the 8th Army Corps, and that Saxony 

be included in the 9th Army Corps.47  
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The proposals raised by these Mittelstaaten representatives touched a nerve with Prussian 

General von Wolzogen, who argued that the suggested organization was “contrary to the security 

of Germany.”48 In a statement to the Bundestagsauschuβ, he argued that the new organization 

proposed by von Schliβ and Wangenheim was not proven based on geography, specifically in the 

case of the Hessen-Kassel forces, which consisted of around 5,600 troops. “How unnatural 

would it appear when troops march from Kassel and Giessen towards Kehl or even to Swabia 

(Heilbronn or Ulm), while the country between the Saar and the Rhine, the recognized key 

terrain to the defense system of Germany, remains open? Also, how should Mainz be secured for 

the first assault, when the surrounding troops leave? Should the reserves from Darmstadt and 

Kassel, for example, help build the numbers in Swabian fortresses, and expose their own land to 

the risk of failing into enemy hands?”49 Von Wolzogen was also annoyed at the fact that Saxony 

had been included in the standing army, instead of in the reserve contingent. “How is Germany 

responsible to the most recently reunified German state, which due to its current situation must 

earn all consideration and trust, for its protection and to not be penetrated?”50 Finally, von 

Wolzogen complained that the unification of Hessen forces with Württemberg and Baden would 

prevent “the full development of the Prussian armed forces, which is a necessary condition of 

Germany’s security.”51 

Hessen representative von Schliβ countered the Prussian General’s concerns with a 

statement of his own. “The Eight Army Corps may gather at Kehl or Mannheim, then, by the 

union of the Hessian troops with this corps, the Middle Rhine is not exposed, since both the 
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Prussian and especially Bavarian troops are on this side of the first line…..and since the meeting 

place of the Eight Army Corps would not be in Ulm, rather in Mannheim or Kehl, the Hessian 

troops from Kassel and Darmstadt would march to these points.”52 He went on to state that “the 

unification of the Hessen houses with Württemberg and Baden is not contrary to the security of 

Germany….it is based on geography, as it is from Darmstadt, Hanau, and Warburg to Mannheim 

or even Kehl, not half as far as from Dresden to Kehl.”53 In conclusion, von Schliβ provided a 

conciliatory guarantee that “this union (8th Army Corps) is certainly not designed to prevent the 

complete development of the Prussian forces; those Prussians which are on the left side of the 

Rhine, supported by Bavaria, Nassau, and Luxemburg, and other troops, along with a chain of 

forts, are strong enough to withstand a first enemy rush; and the Prussian forces on the right side 

of the Rhine will, through the addition of the Hessian troops to the Eight Army Corps, unite with 

their standing corps that are on stopped or on their line of march.”54 

Both von Wolzogen and von Schliβ had made valid points to the Bundestagsauschuβ. 

Von Wolzogen was correct to presume that a unification of all the Hessen troops in the Eight 

Army Corps would create a difficult, and lengthy, mobilization process, especially with the 

addition of the Hessen troops in Kassel, 178 miles away from the nearest proposed mobilization 

point in Mannheim. On the other hand, von Schliβ’s assumption that the Prussian forces along 

the northern most border with France would be strong enough to defend this vital area, with 

Bavarian support, appeared to be sound. But because the Military Commission had yet to 

approve of a strategic defensive plan, neither side could force a successful argument home.  
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Still, the Military Commission found credence in a number of the Mittelstaaten’s 

concerns. On October 4th 1820, they submitted a second report to the Federal Diet with suggested 

changes to their initial assessments. It not only decreased the amount of cavalry troops required 

by the medium sized states, it also allowed smaller states to replace cavalry troops outright with 

infantry; since infantry were cheaper to supply, this lightened the financial burden of these 

states.55 Yet, a consensus on the final deployment plan of the Bundesheer could not be reached 

and, therefore, the organization of the Federal Army itself remained in limbo. Though a “final” 

organization was reached, it was not agreed upon by all members of the Bundesversammlung 

and, as a result, was not officially codified in the Federal War Constitution.  

The final organization of the Bundesheer in 1822 was as follows: Prussia and Austria 

were to provide three corps each, Bavaria one corps, and the remaining three were to be a mix of 

multiple state contingents. The organization of these mixed armies, as the Mittelstaaten had 

pointed out, was much too cumbersome. The Eighth Army Corps, led by Württemberg, Baden, 

and Hessen contained 10 member states, the Ninth, led by Saxony and Hessen-Kassel, an 

astonishing 16, and the Tenth, led by Hannover, had 12 members.56 This result meant that any 

actual mobilization of the Bundesheer would be a lengthy and inefficient process. This difficulty 

is exemplified by a map created by the Württemberg General Staff in the midst of the creation of 

the Eighth Army Corps. This rough sketch shows the great distance between the many 

Bundesheer contingents expected to converge in the event of an attack.57  
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Figure 3. Map of Possible Operational Plan for Bundesheer, Württemberg General Staff 
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Figure 3. Continued 
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Although the Bundeskreigsverfassung was ratified in 1822, which sanctioned the creation 

of the Bundesheer and established three federal fortresses at Mainz, Luxemburg, and Landau, the 

military interests of the German Confederation were anything but secure.58 Much like the 

political and diplomatic situations at the Congress of Vienna and Final Vienna Conference, the 

influence of German politics on the military had stymied cooperation and planning between 

Prussia, Austria, and the German Mittelstaaten. And like the German Confederation itself, the 

Bundesheer had very little real, tangible progress to show in 1822. Though the size of the 

contingents had been decided, a final army organization and defensive plan had not been 

achieved. Certainly, the effectiveness of this “power” was untested and highly questionable; as 

well shall see below, it utterly failed its first test of preparedness. On balance, the influence of 

politics on the military was negative. The particularism of German states, just as in the 

Confederation itself, often separated the wills and motivations of military leaders. It prevented 

the creation of a strong force as well as an efficient strategic plan for the defense of Germany. 

As a result, the initial organization of the Bundesheer in 1822 must be considered a 

failure. It does not represent a federal military system, suggested by Heinz Helmert, and Seier 

and Keul’s arguments on the weakness of the overall command, of which there was none, is 

surely reified. Had an engagement with France occurred in the 1820s, a quick, cooperative action 

by the Confederation could not have been counted on. Prussia and Austria would have born the 

burden, perhaps in a similar fashion to the Napoleonic era or the later 1864 war with Denmark, 

with both militaries operating semi-autonomously. However, as we shall see in Chapter 2, simply 
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because the Bundesheer failed to become a cohesive federal military does not mean that many 

advances did not occur among the militaries of the German states.   
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CHAPTER 2 

MILITARY REFORM IN THE VORMÄRZ 

 Historians refer to the period of German history from 1815 to 1830 as the Age of 

Restoration and 1830-1848 as the Vormärz, or “pre-March.” Whereas “restoration” refers to the 

end of French domination in German political and social life and is normally associated with the 

era of conservative reaction that followed, the Vormärz, which denotes the month that the 

German revolutions of 1848-49 began, has a much more deterministic connotation, as if the 

period was simply a forerunner to these upheavals. In reality, the age was much more 

complicated than either of these monikers can hope to encapsulate.  It was a time when new 

ways and old ways collided, when bourgeoning industrialization and modernization collided with 

a largely agricultural economy and traditional society. Moreover, it was a period of 

Confederation in the midst of state building and bureaucratization, of strong state particularism 

in the midst of expanding German nationalism.59 

  The military scene was not immune to these complications; in fact, as we saw in the 

creation of the Bundesheer, the transformation often heightened the tensions between German 

states in regards to military affairs. Nevertheless, examples of military reform did occur in this 

time. The shared political interest of external security could generate cooperation even among 

the fiercest German rivals. Multiple times in the Vormärz, the threat of a foreign attack on 

Germany became reality. In these instances, military leaders took steps to reassess and reform 

the military capacity of the Bund, and even the militaries of individual states.  This chapter takes 
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an in-depth look at how the political, economic, and social situation affected German militaries 

in this timespan, specifically Prussia, Austria, and the Mittelstaaten. Furthermore, it analyses the 

Luxemburg Crises of 1830, the Rhine Crises of 1840, and the federal and state military reforms 

that came about as a result.  

 

The Grasp for Germany: Dualism, Trias, and the Zollverein 

 The political power structure created at the Congress of Vienna changed very little from 

1815 to 1848. John Breuilly contends that this period was one of “cooperative domination” of 

Germany by Prussia and Austria. “So long as the major concern of Austria and Prussia in 

Germany was to prevent constitutional government and to repress radical, liberal and national 

movements,” he argues, “this cooperation would prevail.”60 Indeed, most historians agree that 

this period was one of dualism between the two great powers. The Bundesakte, the Karlsbad 

Decrees, the Wiener Schlussakte, and even the military of the Bund were the direct products of 

this dualism. Nothing passed the Federal Diet without the approval of Prussia and Austria. For 

the most part, the medium and small German states accepted this condition, as Prussia and 

Austria’s size guaranteed their safety and sovereignty.  

 Nonetheless, there were exceptions to this rule. In response to Prussian and Austrian 

dualism, some political leaders attempted to unite the small and medium states into a “Third 

Germany” political alliance against the predominant powers. This movement is often called the 

“Trias” or “German Triad.”61 The two most well-known members of this movement were the 
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above-mentioned Freiherr von Wangeheim of Württemberg and Freiherr von Aretin of Bavaria. 

Both had lobbied for the wants and needs of the Mittelstaaten at the Congress of Vienna and 

continued to do so afterwards as members of the Federal Diet. In fact, the challenge made by 

Wangenheim and other Mittelstaaten leaders in 1819 to Prussia and Austria’s proposals for the 

federal military was a direct demonstration of this coalition.62 However, in 1823, the Trias drew 

the ire of Metternich. He called directly for the removal of Wangenheim, claiming that his liberal 

speeches went against the character of the Bund, and threatened to break diplomatic relations 

with Württemberg if King Wilhelm did not comply. Referred to as the “purge” of the Federal 

Diet, Wangenheim was recalled, as well as the representatives of Hessen-Darmstadt and Hessen-

Kassel, who had been working closely with Wangenheim.63 Metternich’s reaction, with Prussian 

support, proved that a political campaign in the Federal Diet against the major powers was 

fruitless.64  Consequently, there were no more direct challenges to Austrian and Prussian 

domination of the political scene until the revolutions of 1848-49. 

 Nevertheless, the relationship between Prussia and Austria was not exactly a bilateral 

one. Prussia was not satisfied with its constant secondary role to Austria. As a result, throughout 

this period there were a number of Prussian attempts to undermine Austrian authority through 

non-political means. The most significant of these was the formation of a Prussian customs 

union, the Zollverein, in 1834. After failed efforts by the German states to form a joint custom 

union through the Federal Diet, three distinct custom unions were formed in the 1810s and ‘20s 

based on geographic region.65 In 1834, the two largest unions, the Prussian and the South 
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German union, including Bavaria and Württemberg, merged into one. The Zollverein was neither 

complete, because it did not include a large part of north Germany or Austria, nor was it 

comprehensive, as it did not standardize internal excise tariffs on certain goods. Still, it contained 

almost twenty four million Germans among eighteen states and many German merchants 

cheerfully received its creation, rejoicing at their newfound freedom of travel and trade.66 

Publicly, Metternich and the Austrian government renounced the Zollverein as weakening the 

German Confederation. In private, Metternich was fearful that through a “Zollverein bloc,” the 

Prussians would come to control the Federal Diet. However, because he needed Prussian support 

to maintain their control in political matters, he made no direct attempt to confront or weaken the 

Zollverein.67 

 This Prussian customs union was not the only indirect attempt by Prussia to influence 

Germany outside of the political arena. In the wake of the French July Revolution of 1830, which 

produced fear throughout Germany of another war with France, Prussian Foreign Minister 

Christian von Bernstorff saw an opportunity to formulate a separate, joint security policy with 

the South German states. He sent Prussian General August Rühle von Lilienstern as a military 

envoy to Bavaria, Baden, and Württemberg, in order to convince them to work closer with the 

Prussians in matters of military defense. Although his reception was cordial throughout the 

Mittelstaaten, they were skeptical of Prussian intentions. When the war scare faded in 1831, so 

did the marginal support for closer relations with Prussia. Politically, the Mittelstaaten trusted 

neither the Prussians nor the Austrians, preferring instead to act as a kind of counterweight to 
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either side becoming more powerful. A similar Prussian attempt during the Rhine Crises of 1840 

met with the same fate.68 

 While historians often understate this phenomenon, this was not an uncommon scene in 

the Vormärz period.69 When the Austrians tried to impose their political will through the Federal 

Diet, or the Prussians sought to usurp power through other means, the medium sized states often 

swung their allegiance temporarily from one side to another. In this way, they tried to prevent 

either power from becoming too strong. Yet, even among the Mittelstaaten there was only 

sporadic collaboration in political affairs. Each state had its own goals and agendas that defined 

its domestic and foreign affairs. In many ways, it was this particularism that defined the Vormärz 

period above all else.  

 While we have established that particularism was a major factor in the Vormärz, there 

were some comparable, national trends among the German states. First, with the removal of 

French influence after 1815, German monarchs sought to reassert the unique heritage of their 

states. David Blackbourn describes how even in places where a historic past did not exist, rulers 

went out of their way to, quite literally, manufacture them. For example, Ludwig I of Bavaria 

commissioned a number of new buildings in Munich, including monuments to Bavarian heroes 

and famous members of the Wittelbach ruling house.70 Memorials like these, built throughout 

Germany, were designed to win the people’s affection and produce a common spirit of solidarity. 

Some reflected a German national sentiment, such as Ludwig’s commission of Valhalla, a 
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memorial to all of Germany’s great heroes, but the majority of these tributes largely reinforced 

the particularist nature of the German past.  

 Another common development in this era was a major push to bureaucratize the German 

state. While Prussia and Austria tended to enact bureaucratic reform in a piecemeal manner, 

mostly due to the strong control of their monarchs, the South German states passed a number of 

administrative reforms in this period. In 1819, the Beamtenedikt of Baden created special legal 

status for civil servants. Not only did this act set them apart from other state employees, like 

clergymen, military officers, and clerks, it also gave them autonomy and protected their positions 

and salary; not even the Grand Duke of Baden could remove a bureaucrat from the civil service, 

only a conviction of wrongdoing by a trial of his peers could do so.71 In Württemberg, locally 

elected mid-level officials acted as notaries, archivists, and legal advisories. This class, known as 

the Schreiberei, had a strong influence on the practical application of law and theory in an 

everyday setting; furthermore, this influence raised their socioeconomic status. Their clout, 

however, was eventually stifled by the Württemberg parliament in the 1820s, as public criticism 

of potential fraud and abuse grew.72 

 Both these trends must be considered as a part of a larger paradigm: the continuing 

efforts of state building throughout Germany.73 For even in the time of the German 

Confederation, the individual German state was still the most powerful political body in Central 

Europe. This was not only true in Prussia and Austria; medium sized states also conducted a 

number of programs designed to strengthen their autonomy and their territorial gains. 
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Furthermore, in some cases, state building came into direct conflict with the needs of the 

Confederation. Take the case of the Bavarian city of Landau.  Although under Austrian control 

during the Wars of Liberation, the city had been signed over to Bavaria in the Austro-Bavarian 

treaty of April 14th, 1816. Even at that time, the Bavarians understood that the Confederation had 

plans to build a federal fortress there and were initially willing to concede the fortress. Yet, in 

1824, a controversy arose when the Military Commission proposed that all fortress soldiers take 

an oath to the Bund. Bavaria saw this as a direct threat to its own sovereignty and for over five 

years the oath and control of Landau was debated in the Federal Diet. Despite King Ludwig’s 

defiance, on February 27th, 1831 the German Confederation assumed control of Landau.74 The 

case of Landau set an important precedent. In the battle of wills between the Confederation and 

German state building, the Confederation could win out, if in the common interest of self-

defense. This idea would play an important part in the military reforms of the 1830s and ‘40s.  

 That being said, in the early period of the Bund federal oversight of states’ militaries was 

virtually nonexistent. Therefore, military affairs were completely left to the state itself. While 

some state building programs included military reforms, as a whole, the strength and budgets of 

German militaries in post-Napoleonic Europe shrank, and their effectiveness suffered as a result. 

Still, the “degrees of variation” in each German state is worth mentioning, so that a greater 

understanding of the military status of each state can be ascertained.75  
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The German States and Their Militaries, 1815-1840 

 The Austrian military in the immediate post-Napoleonic era was, without a doubt, the 

most powerful German force. The enormous Austrian empire contained more than thirty million 

people, and supported a force of approximately 400,000 men. Still, scholars have described this 

army as merely an “imposing façade;” for behind this impressive number lay myriad problems of 

finance, administration, and training.76 The foremost problem was growing Austrian debt, as the 

Napoleonic Wars had taken a hefty financial toll on the empire. As this burden grew, the 

percentage of revenue directed towards the military shriveled. In 1817 almost fifty percent of 

government revenue was dedicated to the military; by 1848 this percentage had dropped to 

twenty percent.77 What’s more, unlike their Prussian rivals, the Austrian General Staff and 

officer corps never experienced a significant rise in prestige or social standing, perhaps due to 

the conservatism and strong civilian control of the military led by Metternich. Lastly, the 

Austrians failed to implement two emerging developments among German militaries in this 

period. Instead of moving towards Landwehr and Landsturm units, the contemporary equivalent 

of a national guard, they kept their forces organized into large standing armies. In fact, in 1831 

the Austrians completely dismantled their Landwehr program.78 Although civil leaders feared the 

growing national characters of these types of citizen-soldier units, this move only worsened the 

financial situation of the military, as Landwehr were undoubtedly much cheaper to train and 

maintain than full-time infantry soldiers. Additionally, the Austrian order of battle continued to 

emphasize close order tactics, rather than the growing move towards sharpshooters and 
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skirmishing troops, known as Jägerinfanterie. By 1848, the Austrian army had been reduced in 

number, to around 315,000 men, but most importantly, it had also been reduced in quality.  

 The military situation in Prussia was virtually the opposite of its Austrian counterpart. 

While Prussia faced similar financial burdens from the Napoleonic period, its reaction to funding 

in regards to its military was markedly different. The idea of Landwehr and Landsturm units had 

grown out of the Prussian reform movement in the early nineteenth century, after their disastrous 

defeats by the French at Jena and Auerstedt. Because the French limited the size of their standing 

army, the Prussians were forced to train and organize men into these temporary units.79 As a 

result, almost half of the 300,000 Prussians who fought against the French in 1813-1815 had 

served in the Landwehr at one time or another.80 This history meant that the Prussian government 

did not hesitate to utilize Landwehr units to mitigate the financial costs of a large standing army. 

This was also a result of economic expediency. Whereas Austria’s military budget hovered 

around thirty five to forty six million gulden, the total Prussian military budget in 1838 was 

approximately twenty three million thaler.81 Therefore, the Prussian army was significantly 

smaller than the Austrian military, at around 225,000 troops.82 Nonetheless, Prussian army 

officers enjoyed considerable prestige compared to the Austrians and much more independence. 

Civilian lawmakers in Prussia only had oversight of the budget of the military; the Prussian 

General Staff controlled all decisions of command, organization, tactics, and education. That 

being said, with the death of some of the Prussian reformers in the 1830s, specifically Carl von 

Clausewitz and August von Gneisenau, a period of conservatism returned to the military, brought 
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on by men such as August, Prince zu Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen. These conservatives feared the 

spread of German nationalism in the ranks, which prevented expansion of the Prussian army as 

well as limiting recruiting and promotion based on merit rather than noble ties.83 But, on balance, 

the foundation of the Prussian reform movement had already been firmly planted in the Prussian 

army.  

 The military situation among the Mittelstaaten was quite diverse. Some states followed 

the trend of Austria, preferring to mitigate military spending while investing state revenue in 

other governmental programs. Others took the course of Prussia, allowing military leaders to 

have sole oversight of the administration and education of their armies. However, it is important 

to remember that the situation was much more fluid than this description paints. As we will 

observe, further internal factors also affected states’ military affairs.  

 In Bavaria, King Ludwig I had the final say in the direction of the military, including the 

military budget. Ludwig’s interest was much more focused on cultural projects, and the Bavarian 

military budget often suffered as a result. For example, despite Bavaria’s large role in the 

Bundesheer (it was to provide one full corps in wartime) its entire military budget was only 

about 1/6th of the size of the Prussian’s. Moreover, almost three-quarters of the Bavarian army 

were furloughed without pay throughout the year; these soldiers were forced to find other 

occupations to supplement their income.84 The situation was vastly improved in the 1840s, due to 

the Federal Military Inspections of 1841 as well as Ludwig’s replacement by his eldest son 

Maximillian II during the German Revolution. Yet, the condition of the Bavarian army in this 
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period was not completely dysfunctional. The officer corps remained a strong source of Bavarian 

pride. Prince Carl, Ludwig’s brother and a highly respected military leader, insured that the 

Bavarian War Ministry survived. In fact, in 1829, the War Ministry was reorganized into six 

sections, designed to be more organizationally efficient, and the commander of the Bavarian 

army was designated as its chief.85 This not only streamlined his command in the field, it gave 

him more administrative control in peacetime. In 1848, despite a number of transitions between 

Ministers of War, the Bavarian military had raised its strength to more than 100,000 men.86 

Although still much smaller than the Prussian military, which by 1848 had rapidly expanded to 

include over 300,000 troops, this number was impressive considering that the population of 

Bavaria was about 1/4th of Prussia’s size.87  

 On the other hand, Bavaria was still quite a large kingdom compared to the other 

Mittelstaaten. Limited resources meant that their militaries were relatively tiny, even compared 

to their Bavarian counterpart. Still, as a part of the Bundesheer, these states were expected to 

maintain a certain level of preparedness in military affairs. The state of Baden was not a 

traditional military power. In fact, before it joined the Confederation of the Rhine, Baden was a 

minor duchy with very little territory to defend. The Congress of Vienna upheld the Napoleonic 

land grants that Baden had received, increasing its population and territory by half, to 1.2 million 

and 272 square miles respectively.88 With its newfound gains came new responsibility; Baden 

was to field the entire second division of the mixed Eighth Army Corps of the Bundesheer. In 
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1838, their contingent responsibility was 10,000 men: 7,751 infantry, 1,429 cavalry, 720 artillery 

(with 20 guns) and 100 pioneers. 

 As we saw in Chapter 1, the Mittelstaaten could not fill certain requirements as 

easily as Prussia and Austria. This problem subsisted throughout the Vormärz. Cavalry and 

artillery troops were simply more expensive to maintain than infantry, especially considering the 

extra cost of horses and cannon. For example, in 1830, the First Dragoner (Cavalry) Regiment, 

containing 635 men, cost the state of Baden 146,322 gulden a year to retain. In the same year, the 

budget of the First Artillery Brigade, with 851 men, totaled 138,217 gulden. While the budget of 

the First Infantry Regiment seems comparable at 141,660 gulden, this regiment contained 1,742 

men.89 Thus, it cost a German state double to field one cavalry or artillery soldier for every 

infantry soldier. Furthermore, the financial situation was complicated by the change of Baden’s 

ruler in 1830. In this year, Leopold I replaced his father as Grand Duke of Baden. Leopold had 

obvious liberal leanings, and in 1833, he repealed Baden’s military conscription law.90 Though 

Leopold viewed the law as outdated and repressive, it had been responsible for providing a large 

part of Baden’s army without the added cost of recruitment. After this repeal, the Baden army 

was then forced to recruit soldiers with an already limited budget. Like much of Germany, the 

percentage of revenue dedicated to the military in Baden was in decline: from 1,706,844 gulden 

in 1830 to 1,559,000 gulden in 1838.91 Though seemingly a small drop, Baden’s military 

resources were stretched even thinner due to the added cost of recruitment.  
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Figure 4. Bavarian First Army Corps, 1848 
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Figure 5. Bavarian Second Army Corps, 184892 
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Even though the financial situation in Baden was anything but ideal, it was not as dire as 

the case of the Württemberg army, which is surprising considering the similarities between the 

two states. Württemberg had doubled in size during the Napoleonic era as well and ratified a 

liberal state constitution in 1819.  Moreover, it was also expected to supply a division to the 

Eighth Army Corps of the Bundesheer. On the other hand, Württemberg had not relied on 

conscription to fill its ranks in the early nineteenth century. As a result, the costs of recruitment 

were a constant drain on its continually depressed military budget. In 1838, though asked to 

supply the Bundesheer with a contingent of 13,955 men, the Württemberg army was well 

understrength at 7,243.93 Württemberg’s military situation also highlights a common practice 

with militaries in this period. Instead of stationing its forces in one central location, the army of 

Württemberg was spread throughout the state. It had cavalry, artillery, and infantry stationed 

from Stuttgart to Kirchheim and Ulm.94 While this was designed to mitigate the economic drain 

that a standing army could inflict on a city, it presented a problem of external security. With 

more than 50 miles between its main force at Stuttgart and a significant part of its army at Ulm, 

defense against an immediate threat from France would have been piecemeal at best, especially 

when considering the enfeebled condition of the army in this period. 
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Figure 6. Württemberg Army Dislocation 1816, King’s Guard and Cavalry 
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Figure 7. Württemberg Army Dislocation 1816, Artillery and Infantry  
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Figure 8. Württemberg Army Dislocation 1816, Infantry and Reserves 
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 The situation of military affairs in Bavaria, Baden, and Württemberg highlights the many 

financial, administrative, and strategic problems that surrounded the Mittelstaaten in this time. 

That being said, one cannot simply point to financial hardship as the reason for their struggles. 

For there were medium sized states that managed to maintain and even reform their militaries 

through worse financial circumstances. Saxony is a perfect example. Despite having a military 

budget of only 1,246,300 thaler, considerably less than Baden and Württemberg, the Saxons 

fielded a larger standing army than both, and a more consistent Bundesheer contingent as part of 

the Ninth Army Corps.95 In addition, even though Saxony was a “deeply wounded” state after 

1815, with almost 2/5th of its former territory given to Prussia, it succeeded in a number of 

military reforms.96 For instance, in 1819 the Saxon War Ministry decided to standardize the 

caliber of its infantry and cavalry weapons. Through a rigorous series of trials, including tests of 

accuracy and manufacturing costs, in 1829 the Saxons standardized their regular infantry rifle to 

.78 caliber and their light infantry and cavalry carbine to .76 caliber.  

 Still, Saxony must be considered an exception rather than the rule. On balance, the 

militaries of the German states from 1815 to 1840 struggled to deal with the peace created by the 

Congress of Vienna, as well as changing internal conditions in their own states. These struggles 

appear to be related more to a negligence of military affairs by civilian authorities rather than 

economic decline in Germany. Whether this was because of changing political relationships 

among German states, a transformation of the socioeconomic prestige associated with state 

military service, or some combination of factors, remains to be seen.  
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Figure 9. Accuracy Test for Saxon Rifle Reform97 
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However, the impetus for improving these inadequacies is clear. As Jürgen Angelow points out 

in Von Wien nach Königgrätz, the resurgence of a French threat to Germany’s sovereignty in the 

1830s and ‘40s became the motivation for major federal and state military reforms.98   

 

Military Reform in the German Confederation, 1830-1848 

 In 1830, the Bundesheer was put to its first test as the protector of Germany’s “external 

and internal security.”99 It was an unequivocal failure. Not so much because the military failed to 

protect Germany from any real threat, but because it became clear that if ever called to actually 

do so, it would not be able to perform this function in its current state. Consequently, in the 

aftermath of this crisis the German Confederation took steps to reform the Bundesheer. 

 In late July of 1830, revolution erupted in Paris. Though the dispute in France was over 

the reign of Bourbon Charles X, it became a catalyst for other revolutions in Europe, inciting 

uprisings in Belgian, Italy, Poland, and even riots in some German states. The Belgian 

Revolution directly threatened a member of the Bund as well as one of its federal fortresses.  

King William I of the Netherlands had joined the German Confederation at its inception as the 

Grand Duke of Luxemburg. As a part of the uprising, Belgian rebels had taken large parts of 

Luxemburg and surrounded the federal fortress in the city of Luxemburg, manned by a Prussian-

led garrison. In August, William requested that the German Confederation intervene militarily, 

as a part of their doctrine of Intervention ratified in the Wiener Schlussakte.100 While the Federal 

Diet was at first apprehensive, when it became clear that France would not send its own troops, 
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they decided to recognize their obligation to the security of a Bund member. Yet, exactly how 

they would intervene was unclear, because despite creating the Intervention and Execution 

doctrines in the Wiener Schlussakte, neither the Federal Diet nor the Military Commission had 

laid out an organizational plan for their employment in a case such as this.  

 Because it lacked an established plan, the German Confederation had to organize a force 

on the fly to relieve its Luxemburg garrison. This was not a quick process; as we have seen the 

Federal Diet’s penchant for inaction was a major problem. Only in 1831 did the Federal Diet 

muster a small force to support William and relieve the federal fortress. Nevertheless, due to the 

strong rivalries of the German states, it was decided that this contingent would be supplied from 

smaller states, rather than Prussia, Austria, or the Mittelstaaten.101 The decision to send this 

army, made up of men from Waldeck, Lippe, and Schaumburg-Lippe, proved a regrettable 

choice. For not only were these troops undisciplined and untrained, two weeks after their arrival 

some of the force mutinied, a portion even joining the Belgian rebels. Despite not retaking 

Luxemburg they were eventually recalled, ending an embarrassing moment for the German 

Confederation.102  

 The Luxemburg crisis brought to light some of the military problems inherent in the 

Bund. It exposed the problem of organization that Freiherr von Wangenheim had addressed in 

1819, without success, and it highlighted the indecisiveness of the Federal Diet to actually 

employ the Bundesheer. Most importantly, it revealed the general unpreparedness of the 
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Bundesheer and the majority of its contingents. The failure of Luxemburg became motivation for 

a reform of the military of the German Confederation.  

 This process began in 1831 with the reorganization of the three mixed army corps and the 

establishment of a reserve infantry division. The proposed structure of these three corps was 

strikingly similar to the plan that Wangenheim had proposed in 1819. Rather than containing a 

number of states in each corps, the Military Commission streamlined the contingents. For 

instance, whereas the Eighth Army Corps before was made up of a contingent from ten member 

states, it now contained only three: Württemberg, Baden, and Hessen.103 Correspondingly, the 

states removed from the mixed army corps were formed into a reserve infantry division. This 

restructuring was designed to make the organization and mobilization of the Bundesheer more 

efficient. This clarified the role that the Mittelstaaten would play in the event of a deployment, as 

well as completely freed the small German states from the burden of maintaining special troops. 

Still, these structural modifications did little to address some of the larger problems of the 

Bundesheer. They certainly did not completely satisfy Berlin or Vienna, as they still failed to 

address the lack of an operational plan for a defense on the Rhine.   

 In 1832, the Military Commission of the German Confederation held a conference in 

Berlin to further reform the Bundesheer, mainly at the behest of Prussia and Austria. Similar to 

the debate over the creation of the military, the anticipated changes to the army as it stood came 

largely from these two powers. In fact, leading up to the conference military representatives from 

Austria and Prussia prepared a list of 19 articles, designed to guide the debate in a predetermined 

direction. This direction was preparation for a defensive war against France. Throughout their 
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document, General Carl von dem Knesebeck of Prussia and General Graf von Clam-Martinicz of 

Austria stressed the importance of enlarging the Bundesheer, creating a deployment plan in the 

event of war, and reforming the system of federal fortresses.104  

 With little debate, all of course guided by the premade protocol, in December 1832 the 

Military Commission made their final recommendations to the Federal Diet.105 Finally, 

seventeen years after the creation of the German Confederation, the Bundesheer had a definite 

strategic plan for a military defense against France. In addition, the plan was a familiar one; it 

was the “Three Army” Plan proposed by Prussia in 1818.  Prussia and the 10th Army Corps 

would form the “Right Wing Army” along the Upper Rhine. The majority of the Mittelstaaten, 

the Seventh, Eight, and Ninth Army Corps, along with 90,000 Prussian soldiers, would make up 

the “Central Army.” Lastly, Austria would field the “Left Wing Army” on the Lower Rhine.106 

This combined force would total more than 500,000 men. In order to meet this number, the 

contingent requirement for each corps was modified; these variations represented the changing 

military conditions among the German states. For one, the Austrian and Prussian contingent sizes 

were raised to 171,515 and 230,502 respectively.107 While the Bavarian Seventh Corps was only 

slightly changed, the remaining mixed corps contingents were reduced across the board. For 

example, the Ninth Army Corps’ contingent was reduced by almost 10,000 soldiers, as some of 

its previous contingents had been moved to the reserve infantry division.108 The plan also 

established the positions of each army along the Rhine and created a mobilization time frame 
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down to the corps level.109 Finally, it laid out the strength of the federal fortresses in a time a 

war, which were to be used mainly as reserve outposts and material supply points.  

 The Berlin Military Conference marks the high watermark of Austrian and Prussian 

cooperation. Not only did these two states manage the entire conference, they had collaborated to 

predetermine its outcome. As a result, the Bundesheer was strengthened to a formidable size and 

a decisive plan for military action was formulated, all in a process that took less than a year.  

Prussia’s military role within the Bund also changed at the conference. For the first time, 

Prussia’s overall contribution to the military was larger than that of Austria.110 Furthermore, the 

use of a Prussian war plan, not to mention their role in the Central Army, underlined the growing 

role of Prussian leadership in the German Confederation’s military affairs. This trend would 

continue throughout the period and was especially crucial during the Bund’s next major crisis.  

In 1840, a distant conflict brought France and Germany once more to the brink of war. A 

year earlier, Egyptian leader Mehmet Ali, who had close ties with France, had solidly defeated 

the army of the Ottoman Empire and subsequently occupied Palestine and Syria. In June of 1840, 

the European great powers held a conference in London to decide the fate of these Middle 

Eastern territories. In secret, Great Britain, Russia, Austria, and Prussia chose to support the 

Turkish sultan. When the conference convened, these powers forced France to recognize the 

integrity of the Ottoman Empire and the Egyptian gains were returned. In response to this very 

public defeat, France set itself on revanche, with Germany as its target. There was a public 

outcry throughout France, and some Parisian media outlets even called for an annexation of the 
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left bank of the Rhine. Instead of quieting the public, the French government increased its 

armaments program and called up reserve troops.111 

The response to this crisis in Germany was one that hardly anyone expected: an 

outpouring of national sentiment suddenly swept across the county. This reaction came directly 

from the German people and was even popularized in song: “They shall not, shall not, have it. 

Our free-born German Rhine. Till buried ‘neath its surges, our last man’s bones recline.”112 

Despite the reforms in the wake of the July Revolutions, the military response from the German 

Confederation was disjointed.  Though all states were prepared in spirit to mobilize, the question 

of who would lead the Central Army stalled the Bundesheer. Assigned to the Seventh, Eight, and 

Ninth Army Corps, these states could not decide on a commander; whereas King Ludwig I of 

Bavaria wanted his brother and General of the Bavarian Cavalry Prince Carl, Württemberg’s 

King Wilhelm I thought that he should be named as the army’s commander.113 The negative 

impact of the 1820s and ‘30s became strikingly obvious as the Mittelstaaten actually began to 

mobilize their armies. Ammunition, horses, and other military provisions were in short supply, 

and furloughed troops took weeks to report to their respective units. These delays 

notwithstanding, Prussia and Austria were prepared to mobilize their forces against France. In 

the end, war did not come.114 The French King Louis Philippe decided instead to alter his foreign 

policy, asking for the resignation of his Foreign Minister Adolphe Thiers in 1841.  
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Nonetheless, the Rhine Crisis, much like the Belgian Revolution, brought to light 

problems that the reforms of the 1830s had not addressed. Overall command of the Bundesheer 

proved to be a major bone of contention, shown by the incident in the Central Army. Likewise, 

the disrepair of the militaries of the German states finally revealed itself to the Confederation.  

Both the debate over command and the poor condition of the military were products of the 

political system of Vormärz Germany. There was major distrust between the members of the 

Bund, to the point that, even facing the possibility of a French invasion, cooperation was 

fragmented at best. That being said, after 1840 the German Confederation provided the 

framework for military reform, not the dualism of Prussia and Austria as had occurred in the 

1830s.  

The impetus for reform first came in the form of a unilateral move from Prussia, and 

largely the actions of one man, Joseph von Radowitz. Joining Prussian service in 1823 after 

service in the Napoleonic Wars on both sides, Radowitz quickly rose up the ranks, becoming 

chief of artillery in the Prussian General Staff in 1830.115 In this time, he also became a close 

friend to the crown prince, Frederick Wilhelm IV, who replaced his father as Prussian king in 

1840. He had great influence with the Prussian court and after the Rhine Crisis, Frederick 

Wilhelm sent him as a military envoy to several Mittelstaaten; Radowitz’s mission in the 1840s 

was identical to Bernstorff’s mission in the 1830s: convince the medium sized states to cooperate 

more closely with Prussia in military affairs. Much like Bernstorff, Radowitz failed to persuade 

the German states to put aside their distrust of Prussia. Additionally, the Austrians sent similar 

envoys behind the Prussians to undermine this attempt outright.116 Once again, Prussia’s 
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diplomatic approach to the question of military affairs had failed. However, Radowitz, unlike 

Bernstorff, had another alternative to pursue. 

Radowitz decided to take his case for military reform to the Military Commission; he had 

been named as Prussia’s representative to this body in 1836.117 After the lackluster response in 

1840, the members of the Military Commission were receptive to reform.  As such, in 1841 the 

Military Commission called for the single largest, federal military initiative in its history, a 

mustering and inspection of the entire Bundesheer. With their report “Instruction für die mit der 

Inspicirung der deutschen Bundescontingente im Jahr 1841beauftragten Generale” they 

commissioned this general inspection and specified the manner in which it was to be carried 

out.118 This report included a brief history of the changes made to the military since its creation 

in 1822, as well as tables listing the current contingent requirements of the German states. In 

addition, it laid out specific items that each general involved in the inspection would scrutinize. 

These included the organization of army contingents in peace and war, ministries of war, current 

military budgets, along with the organization of states’ reserves. The Military Commission also 

wanted detailed reports on the education of officers, non-commissioned officers, and regular 

soldiers, the field and staff manuals for each branch of service, and complete documentation of 

all types of weapons and current military supplies on hand.119  

In order to assure thorough and nonbiased examinations, the Military Commission 

assigned multiple generals from varying states to conduct the inspections. For instance, generals 

from Prussia, Saxony, and Hannover inspected the three Austrian Corps.120 In this manner, no 
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one state was able to skirt the assessment of the Bund representatives. Obviously Prussian and 

Austrian generals played a large role in this inspection, but so did the Mittelstaaten. Bavaria, 

Baden, Württemberg, and Saxony all provided military attaches in at least two of these 

reviews.121 By 1843, all of the inspections had been conducted and their results were presented to 

the Federal Diet, along with the suggested reforms of each contingent by the Military 

Commission. What’s more, these suggestions went farther than simply increasing or decreasing a 

contingent size. The proposed reforms dealt with internal affairs of states militaries, normally left 

entirely to the state itself. The Military Commission requested that Bavaria extend training for its 

recruits from three months to six, that it fill the position of Vice Corporal of the Infantry, that it 

keep at least 1/6th of its infantry in continuous service, and that it conduct infantry and artillery 

training exercises four weeks every year.122 Baden and Württemberg, the Commission entreated, 

should increase their use of Jäger troops and raise the number of officers in each infantry 

company to four.123  Finally, the Saxon army was told to increase the number of infantry officers 

by company, add 49 Jäger troops, and provide enough clothing, supplies, and weapons for its 

reserve soldiers.124  

In June 1844, the Federal Diet ratified the suggested reforms from the Military 

Commission. Along with the reports based on the inspection, the Commission also recommended 

that two more federal fortresses be built and that the strength of the Bundesheer be measured 

each year, with another general inspection every five years.125 The general inspection order of 

1841 proved once again that external security, this time motivated by a direct threat from France, 
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could produce cooperation among the members of the Bund. On the other hand, the Military 

Commission had no way to truly enforce these changes, even if legislated by the Federal Diet. In 

this regard, what is most surprising about the general inspection was the response of the 

Mittelstaaten to the proposed reforms of the Federal Diet.  

Momentarily putting aside their reservations about the German Confederation, the 

Mittelstaaten undertook a number of reforms in response to the general inspection requests. 

More than simply making the necessary alterations, some states took this opportunity to address 

military issues that had lapsed in the 1830s. In 1844, Baden created a ‘Military Studies 

Commission,” which, like the general inspections on a smaller scale, was designed to observe 

problems of the military and propose solutions. As a part of the findings of this commission, 

Baden restructured its War School in 1844 and its War Ministry in 1846.126 Bavaria’s approach 

to reform was a bit different. Rather than focusing on the administrative side of military affairs, 

which had been addressed in by Prince Carl in 1829, it added special troops to its army, 

including sappers, pioneers, and other engineer troops.127 Because of the diligence of the Military 

Commission, the militaries of the German states saw improvement across the board in the early 

1840s.  

Yet the reforms did not end with the General Inspection of 1841. Two other important 

federal military reforms were also conducted in this era; though one was cut short by the German 

Revolution in 1848. The Rhine Crises forced the Federal Diet to not only address the problems 

of the Bundesheer, but also reassess the use of federal fortresses. In 1841, debate began over 
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strengthening the border with France by commissioning new fortresses for federal use.128 The 

Military Commission cited reports from 1818-19, which had suggested in the early stages of the 

Confederation that fortresses be built at Rastatt, a French border town in Baden, and Ulm, a city 

on the border with Württemberg and Bavaria. In 1820, the Confederation had spent a large sum 

to rebuild their first three fortresses, Mainz, Landau, and Luxemburg, and as federal funds 

dwindled, the debate on Rastatt and Ulm was tabled, seemingly indefinitely. Yet in this new 

wake of cooperation, the Federal Diet finally approved these earlier plans and ordered the 

construction of two new federal fortresses at Rastatt and Ulm in 1842. 

In The Defortification of the German City, Yair Mintzker points out that although the 

idea of the fortress might be seen as “conservative in a military theoretical sense,” as the 

Napoleonic War had proven how easily fortresses could be bypassed by an offensive army, the 

German Confederation’s use of fortresses was “unprecedented in political and legal senses.”129 

For not even the Holy Roman Empire had ever commissioned or controlled fortresses in a 

unified manner, as the Confederation had in 1842. In fact, the use of federal fortresses displayed 

elements of cooperation at the federal level that simply did not exist anywhere else, even the 

Bundesheer itself. For instance, the fortress at Mainz contained a standing garrison of both 

Prussian and Austrian troops.130 Moreover, troops who served in the federal fortresses had to 

swear an oath of loyalty, not to their individual state, but to the German Confederation itself.131 
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Along with the new federal fortresses, in the1840s the Military Commission looked to 

address a matter far different than what might be seen as an antiquated act of building defensive 

fortification: the use of railways in military operations. In Dec. 1842, a letter was sent to the 

Military Commission, signed only as “a patriot,” which included an Allgemeine Miliär-Zeitung 

article entitled “German Railways in their Relationship to National Defense.”132 Heavily 

mentioned in the article was the significant contemporary work on the subject, Die Eisenbahn, 

als militärische Operationslinien betrachtet by Saxon officer Karl Eduard Pönitz. Both works 

argued that the German railways had to be considered as a strategic and operational military 

necessity.  

Pönitz, using examples from England and Ireland, pointed to the future importance of 

railways not only as a means commercial trade and transport, but as the main means of military 

operational lines in war. He argued that “a necessary condition [for military use of German 

railways] is the uniformity of all German railways, and a purposeful arrangement of all 

transportation materials.”133 What Pönitz meant by “uniformity” was the main subject of the 

article submitted to the Military Commission: the varying track widths of the bourgeoning 

railway systems in each German state. Each German state and its technical engineers had been 

constructing their railways using various gauges of track width. Though this was often done for 

strategic purposes, so an incoming army could not use the states own transportation resources to 

continue their advance, it also meant that the railways could also not be used efficiently in the 

case of a general German deployment on the Rhine.  
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This new article argued that all German rail lines should use the same gauge and width in 

its railways and suggested that the Military Commission should get involved. Arguing “that the 

railways will, in the future, be our main lines of operation, is a subject of so little doubt that it 

might be compared to the idea that the defender benefits over the attacker,” the author presents a 

number of hypothetical situations in which the various size of German railway tracks could 

prevent the reinforcement of the Bundesheer on the Rhine, and an especially powerful argument 

of how a fighting retreat, if a French army was to advance far past the Rhine, would be all but 

impossible. 134 Finally, it states that the Military Commission should have a decisive voice on 

this issue as well as a “deciding vote.”135 

In the April of 1846, the Federal Diet acted on the prompting of this letter, passing a 

resolution to allow the Military Commission to assess “the effect of the railways to the defense 

of the German Confederation and the current state of the German railways with regard to the 

defensive ability of Germany.”136 The Commission began this discussion in June of 1847, 

specifically concerned with the merits of using railways as a means of troop transportation and 

the costs of building a strategic railway system. After much debate, on January 20th, 1848, the 

Military Commission decided that before a potential railway system could be envisioned, the 

existing railway infrastructure of each German state should be taken into account.137 Over the 

course of the next few months, the Military Commission began conducting research and 

assembling overviews of various states’ existing railways, rail stations, and number of available 

train cars for commercial and industrial use. By June, the commission had created overviews of 
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the existing railways in Prussia, Hannover, Württemberg, Hessen, and Bavaria.138 However, 

before the Military Commission could use this information in a larger report to the Federal Diet, 

the German Revolution of 1848 began.  

As we have seen, cooperation in military affairs between the German Confederation and 

its member states did occur in the Vormärz period. In fact, the military advances that occurred at 

the federal and state levels are undeniable. Throughout the 1830s and ‘40s, the Bundesheer was 

finally organized into workable army corps, an operational plan for a defense of the Rhine was 

adopted, the individual states that made up the Federal Army were inspected and passed 

subsequent reforms, two new federal fortresses were built and supplied, and a federal railway 

initiative, though cursory, was underway. While the effectiveness of the Bundesheer, even after 

these myriad reforms, will always be a question, one cannot question the cooperation and reform 

that took place in the Vormärz.  
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CONCLUSION 

 In March 1848, the German Revolution began. Street fighting broke out between 

revolutionaries and the army in Berlin and Vienna; Metternich was forced to flee Austria, and 

even the king of Prussia was forced to make large concessions to the people, promising a 

constitution and announcing his support for German national unification. By May, the German 

Confederation had been dissolved and elections for the Frankfurt National Assembly had already 

begun. Liberals and nationals had won a great battle against the monarchs of even the largest 

German states, but the war was not yet won. By 1849 the Prussian and Austrian armies had 

regained control in their own states and had put down rebellions in other medium sized states; as 

a result, the monarchies of both German powers were maintained. Though it had drafted a 

constitution for Germany, the Frankfurt National Assembly was dissolved in June of 1849.139  

 Almost as quickly as it began, the Revolution was over. Still, the consequences of the 

Revolution reverberated throughout the remaining years of the German Confederation, which 

was restored in 1852. 1848 represented a stark end to the Austro-Prussian dualism of the 

Vormärz, which had been the impetus behind most of the major political cooperation of the 

German Confederation. The “humiliation of Olmütz,” and Prussia’s growing diplomatic, 

political, and military strength in Germany and Europe, created constant conflict between 

themselves and the Austrian Empire that culminated in the Austro-Prussian war of 1866. What’s 

more, the relationship between Prussia and the Mittelstaaten, which military leaders in Prussia 

had worked to improve since Bernstorff’s mission in 1830, all but disintegrated in the wake of 

                                                           
139 Jonathan Sperber, The European Revolutions, 1848-1851 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), x-
xviii.  
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Wilhelm IV’s rejection of the German crown. As a result, in 1866 the Mittelstaaten went to war 

on the side of Austria.140  

 However, the cooperation of the German states in military affairs from 1820-1848 cannot 

be refuted. 1822 marked the first time that an army of German states had united in any federal 

form, even if just on paper. The Berlin Military Conference of 1832 brought about the first joint-

operational plan for a combined German defense of the Rhine. The 1841 General Inspection of 

the Bundesheer was the first time that military leaders of the different German states reviewed 

one another’s armies, in an effort to improve them as a whole. What’s more, the military reforms 

that were undertaken by the states in response to the General Inspection were the first instance of 

a federal military initiative impacting the decisions of German states. Finally, the Military 

Commission itself was a remarkable first for Germany, with members from many states debating 

the military affairs of Germany as a whole.  

 Of course, this does not mean that the Bundesheer was the first “German army,” or that it 

represented a “national military system.”141 The loose federal structure of the German 

Confederation and the non-existent overall command structure ensured that the Federal Army 

was never an actual combat-ready force. However, even through the organization problems of 

the German Confederation, a number of military reforms and advances were made possible. 

Though there was a major divide between the German states, it was often united through military 

affairs in the Vormärz, and only through the Confederation was this unity possible.  

 

                                                           
140 Geoffrey Wawro, The Austro-Prussian War: Austria’s War with Prussia and Italy in 1866 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996), 72-79.  
141 Helmert, 14-15.  
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